Mobilizador 5G:
1st workshop
Salão Nobre
Parque de Exposições de Aveiro
10th October 2019 – 14:30 | 18:00

PROGRAM
14:30

Welcome and Project summary | Francisco Fontes, Altice Labs
5G deployment over PON - Unleashing the synergies | Victor Marques, Altice Labs
5G: from Connecting to Sensing | Bruno Antunes, Wavecom
Q&A

15:15

Towards 5G service onboarding & deployment using ONAP | Bruno Parreira, Altran
5G: The era of Automated Assurance | Igor Pais, Nokia | Susana Sargento, Instituto Telecomunicações
An Ecosystem to Secure 5G Services | Luís Conceição, Ubiwhere
Q&A

16:00

Coffee Break

16:30

5G supporting critical systems| Paulo Paixão, Efacec
Leveraging 5G Communications for Sensorized Situational Awareness in PPDR Operations | Luís Cordeiro OneSource
Q&A

17:05

5G for Patrol and Emergency drones | Dário Pedro, PDM&FC
Location prediction and distributed edge caching for mobile video streaming | Sérgio Figueiredo, Altran
A virtualized playground for 5G deployment testing | Daniel Corujo, Instituto Telecomunicações
Q&A

17:50

Presentation of the project demonstration space and Techdays "5G Session"| Francisco Fontes, Altice Labs

18:00

Visit to project demonstration space
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Register now

The “Mobilizador 5G” mission is the research, development, validation and integrated
demonstration of a set of products for 5G, gathering and harmonizing the efforts of different
national agents, from industry to academy, in order to create innovative solutions for the
global market.
With this 1st Workshop, complemented by a set of live demonstrations, running at the TICE.PT
booth located in Techdays exposition area, the projects shares its main results, emerging from
the first 18 months of activity.

Demonstration area
The project will be running nine demonstrations, based on an experimental 5G network
deployed at the Techdays 2019 exposition area. These will show different project
developments, covering the set of areas addressed by the project activity, with a focus on
components for 5G networks and services exploiting the technology.

5G Session
The project organized one of the Techdays Sessions, focused on 5G, where a set of invited
experts will provide a relevant insight with respect to what is happening related to 5G. The
current status of 5G developments and trials, the education and skills requirements to address
the digitalization transformation process, fostered by 5G, and the current 5G public policies
and regulation perspectives, are examples of themes that will be brought and discussed with
the audience.
See the Techdays program for more information.

